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An experienced partner for   

New Start-up and  
Scale-Up Process Design  
offering a strong foundation for growing manufacturers
Small and first-time food producers now have greater 
chances of success than ever before. Whether you 
are industrializing a kitchen-top process, scaling up to 
commercial size, or making your first break into food 
manufacturing, Wright Process can help.

Start-ups and scale-ups can quickly be overwhelmed by 
technicalities. Wright Process can guide you through all 
elements of process design, from exploring food regulations 
to optimizing operational nuances. As a licensed general 
contractor with an in-house engineering team, we know 
how to get things built and running. Beyond the actual food 
process lives all the details that can make or break a project 
- our depth of knowledge extends into this realm of utilities, 
power, infrastructure, waste water, and beyond.   

Wright Process Systems:  
Your partner for growth   
Our new plant design and construction services include:

• Process evaluation and feasibility studies
• Product review and testing for industrialization 
• Regulatory review and submittal to governing bodies
• Full process and utility design
• Equipment and service specifications
• Zoning, planning, construction, fire, and building permit submittals
• Conceptual 2D and 3D CAD designs and modeling
• Full general construction, including all trades
• Process and utility installation
• Single point of management for full project
• Vendor, subcontractor, and supplier management 
• Cross-industry experience that can bring better approaches 

than traditional methods  

A friendly and personal project 
development process
Our work on projects always starts with a 
conversation. We begin by fully understanding your 
needs and business culture, and then help you 
achieve your goals. Throughout the process, we are 
always here to provide support.  

Your partner for the entire project       
Wright Process engineers work through the design 
and development of a project, and continue to 
directly oversee field construction and installation. 
Once installed, we commission, validate, and fully 
start-up your new process shoulder to shoulder 
with your operators. Then after your facility is 
operational, we stay engaged to smooth out 
details, obtain sign-offs from regulators, and take 
your picture with your first sellable product in hand!


